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Introduction
• There is an increasing interest in making experimental data Open
• Becoming more relevant for CERN
• For example related to EU funding, but also from other funders

• Important for CERN to be play a leading role in Open Science
• The latest European Strategy report encouraged the development of internal policies on
Open Data
• Somewhat triggered by a proposal made at the last WLCG preservation workshop in
2019
• Suggesting that a common policy might be desirable & achievable
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Open Data Policy Working Group for the LHC expts
• Iniated by Eckhard Elsen (then CERN DRC) in Feb 2020
• Working Group consists of 2 representatives each from the large LHC experiments (1 from
TOTEM), and a representative from IT and SIS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RCS: J. Boyd (convener), E. Elsen (ex-offico)
SIS: K. Naim
IT: D. Duellmann
ALICE: J. Klein, S. Piano
ATLAS: L. Heinrich, A. Hoecker
CMS: K. Lassila-Perini, M. Pieri
LHCb: C. Bozzi, S. Neubert
TOTEM: L. Grzanka

• Mandated to draft a policy document relevant to the LHC experiments Open Data
• The working group has met 6 times to date to discuss and refine the policy and documents
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WG Mandate
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Strategy
• The policy has been broken down into the 4 levels of data as defined in the
DPHEP study on data preservation:
•
•
•
•

Level 1 – Scientific publications, and associated additional data
Level 2 – Data useful for Education and Outreach
Level 3 – Reconstruction level data useful for general physics analysis
Level 4 – RAW data

• All experiments already release data for L1 and L2 in broadly similar ways,
and all agree that L4 is not practically useful
• The WG discussion therefore strongly focussed on the policy for L3 data

• Decided to write a short general policy document (to be made public)
outlining the general principles, and in addition an internal document
outlining the implementation of the policy by each experiment

• Implementation strategy for each experiment cannot be changed without discussing
in the WG
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Public Policy Document
• 2 page document:
• Introduction:

• Motivation and scope
• Outline DPHEP levels of data

• L1: Published results policy:

• Publish results in Open Access journals
• Provide additional information through HepData / RIVET etc..
• No change in current policy

• L2: Outreach and Education

• Provide rich data samples tailored for outreach/education
(easy to use)

• L3: Reconstructed data

• See next slides…
• Real change to Collaborations policy

• L4: Raw Data

• Not useful for external people
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L3 data – discussion - 1
• Any rules relating to publically releasing L3 data need to be approved by each experiments
Collaboration Board
• Generally tried to find a good balance between:
1. Making data openly available
And
2. Protecting the collaborations:
- Avoiding collaboration members publishing with open data rather than a Collaboration paper
- Having to deal with wild claims made by external analysts with their data
- Not taking too much resources (both human and computing) from the Collaboration

- After much discussion converged on limiting of the amount of data released after a given time as
a tool to make it unattractive for collaboration members to publish with Open Data

- Here a common approach across experiments is needed since e.g. ATLAS rules could effect a CMS collabotor’s
behaviour in this regard
- Exact fraction of data released after what latency experiment specific, but general principle common across
experiments
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L3 data – discussion - 3
• We should only release L3 Open Data if it can be used for high quality
science
•
•
•
•

Release data and simulated samples
Release data with best calibrations available
Release sufficient information to allow main systematic uncertainties to be applied
Release analysis s/w to allow efficient analysis of data

• Data expected to be useable not only for particle physics, but also
computing, algorithmic development, big data studies etc..
• Publications using Open Data should:
• Have appropriate acknowledgements
• Be clearly identifiable from Collaboration papers
• Follow best scientific practices

• All experiments to use CERN Open Data Portal to house the released data
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Text in public policy document on releasing L3 data

Slide from L. Heinrich
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Text in public policy document on releasing L3 data

Slide from L. Heinrich

The policy and implementation documents have been
endorsed by the collaboration board of the 4 large LHC
experiments during the last quarter of 2020!
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Next Steps…
Implementation:
• We are now working with the experiments, CERN IT, and SIS to come up with a detailed
implementation strategy for the OD policy
• This needs to limit the needed human resources (both from IT/SIS and within the
experiments) and the long term costs of storage media
• (e.g. using TAPE instead of disk for large storage)

• Some of this will be discussed in the LHC session of this workshop
Expanding the policy to cover all CERN experiments:
• There is a longer term desire to expand the policy to (where possible) cover the full suite
of experiments at CERN (including future experiments)
• To start with we are discussing with the small LHC experiments about their ability to sign
up to the existing policy document
• Currently have discussed with TOTEM, LHCf and FASER who seem generally positive
• Need to start the discussion with MoEDAL, SND@LHC
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Summary
• Open Data Working group started working in Feb 2020, and has produced two Open Data
policy documents endorsed by the 4 large LHC Collaborations:
• A public policy document,
• An internal ‘implementation’ document

• Many thanks to the WG members for their valuable input in this process
• We believe the documents find a good balance between promoting Open’ness of the
experimental data, while protecting the Collaborations
• Now working on the detailed implementation of the policy

• Need to find a good path to limit the needed human resources (both from CERN IT/SIS) and within
the experiments, as well as to limit the media storage costs (e.g. by using TAPE storage)

• The public document could serve as a good starting point for a CERN wide policy, or for
other CERN experiments to follow

• Already starting to see if other smaller LHC experiments can sign up to the principles in the policy
document
• Further in the future would try to get ALL CERN experiments to do this
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Backup…
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Public Policy Document - Introduction
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L1 data - text
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L2 data - text
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L4 data - text
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CMS Open Data
Results
• CMS have been a pioneer of
releasing L3 Open Data
• There have been a number of
publications on this data
covering BSM, QCD, jetreconstruction and machine
learning topics
• Also interesting presentations
on CMS Open Data at
SnowMass:
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/43
829/timetable/?view=standard#
b-18364-compf7-reinterpretatio
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